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Rain, Lines and Orbits - Design Tool
Published on 06/14/07
Powerful plug-in for Illustrator(R) CS3 CS2 CS 10 to generate rain, line, orbital, frame,
abstract and more designs, 1000s and 1000s of unique designs for illustrations,
packaging, fashion, patterns and more.
Powerful plug-in for Illustrator(R) CS3 CS2 CS 10 to generate rain, line, orbital, frame,
abstract designs, particles, sprays and more designs, 1000s and 1000s of unique designs
for illustrations, packaging, fashion, patterns and more.
Plug-in set comes with a large range of options to create many unique designs based around
circles / squares and preset shapes (as well as selected images and symbols and paths and
more). Plug-in creates randomized line designs or concentrated line designs. The paths can
be exported to other applications such as After Effects (R) Photoshop (R) Flash (R) and
others.
The plug-in set comes with a range of presets to help initial use and to explore the
features of the plug-in set.
The plug-in also comes with many randomization features to randomize color, alternate
color designs, use swatches and much more
The plug-in set comes with documentation and also a small selection of bonus symbols for
use with Illustrator(R) CS3 CS2 CS 10
The plug-in set is easy to use and install, simply add the plug-in to the plug-in path and
apply.
The set costs $15 (13 euros / £9) and is available via our shareit.com sales pages, the
item can be purchased using Visa, mastercard and others as well as now Paypal.
The set is a download only.
The set is called GX Rain Andrew's (Vector) Plug-ins 25.
A demo set is available via the graphicxtras site (limited to preview only).
Adobe and Illustrator and Photoshop and Flash and After Effects are registered trademarks
of Adobe Systems Incorporated.
Website:
http://www.graphicxtras.com
Product URL:
http://www.graphicxtras.com/products/aiplugin25.htm
Direct Download Link:
http://www.graphicxtras.com/demos/aiplugins25.hqx
Purchase Link:
http://www.shareit.com/cart.html?PRODUCT[300165715]=1&cookies=1&cart=1
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Abneil Software Ltd is a UK company specializing in plug-ins and content for use in
Adobe(R) Photoshop(R) Illustrator(R) and others. We now have over 150+ graphics products
available, and more to follow. Our website is http://www.graphicxtras.com, any questions,
please contact support.
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